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Yet the scale and rate of defence procurement frequently seemed to be more than and beyond
what the nation required for modernization on the one hand and security on the other. Nor did
there seem to be any great defence logic in what appeared to be a continuing nuclear weapon
programme.
The series serves to propagate investigations into language usage, especially with respect to
computational support. This includes all forms of text handling activity, not only interlingual
translations, but also conversions carried out in response to different communicative tasks.
Among the major topics are problems of text transfer and the interplay between human and
machine activities.
The landmark study of cultural differences across 70 nations, Cultures and Organizations helps
readers look at how they think—and how they fail to think—as members of groups. Based on
decades of painstaking field research, this new edition features the latest scientific results
published in Geert Hofstede’s scholarly work Culture’s Consequences, Second Edition.
Original in thought and profoundly important, Cultures and Organizations offers vital knowledge
and insight on issues that will shape the future of cultures and nations in a globalized world.
The classic work that revolutionized the way business is conducted across cultures around the
world.
The Diesel Engine Reference Book, Second Edition, is a comprehensive work covering the
design and application of diesel engines of all sizes. The first edition was published in 1984
and since that time the diesel engine has made significant advances in application areas from
passenger cars and light trucks through to large marine vessels. The Diesel Engine Reference
Book systematically covers all aspects of diesel engineering, from thermodynamics theory and
modelling to condition monitoring of engines in service. It ranges through subjects of long-term
use and application to engine designers, developers and users of the most ubiquitous
mechanical power source in the world. The latest edition leaves few of the original chapters
untouched. The technical changes of the past 20 years have been enormous and this is
reflected in the book. The essentials however, remain the same and the clarity of the original
remains. Contributors to this well-respected work include some of the most prominent and
experienced engineers from the UK, Europe and the USA. Most types of diesel engines from
most applications are represented, from the smallest air-cooled engines, through passenger
car and trucks, to marine engines. The approach to the subject is essentially practical, and
even in the most complex technological language remains straightforward, with mathematics
used only where necessary and then in a clear fashion. The approach to the topics varies to
suit the needs of different readers. Some areas are covered in both an overview and also in
some detail. Many drawings, graphs and photographs illustrate the 30 chapters and a large
easy to use index provides convenient access to any information the readers requires.
Exploratory Data Analysis Using R provides a classroom-tested introduction to exploratory
data analysis (EDA) and introduces the range of "interesting" – good, bad, and ugly – features
that can be found in data, and why it is important to find them. It also introduces the mechanics
of using R to explore and explain data. The book begins with a detailed overview of data,
exploratory analysis, and R, as well as graphics in R. It then explores working with external
data, linear regression models, and crafting data stories. The second part of the book focuses
on developing R programs, including good programming practices and examples, working with
text data, and general predictive models. The book ends with a chapter on "keeping it all
together" that includes managing the R installation, managing files, documenting, and an
introduction to reproducible computing. The book is designed for both advanced
undergraduate, entry-level graduate students, and working professionals with little to no prior
exposure to data analysis, modeling, statistics, or programming. it keeps the treatment
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relatively non-mathematical, even though data analysis is an inherently mathematical subject.
Exercises are included at the end of most chapters, and an instructor's solution manual is
available. About the Author: Ronald K. Pearson holds the position of Senior Data Scientist with
GeoVera, a property insurance company in Fairfield, California, and he has previously held
similar positions in a variety of application areas, including software development, drug safety
data analysis, and the analysis of industrial process data. He holds a PhD in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and has
published conference and journal papers on topics ranging from nonlinear dynamic model
structure selection to the problems of disguised missing data in predictive modeling. Dr.
Pearson has authored or co-authored books including Exploring Data in Engineering, the
Sciences, and Medicine (Oxford University Press, 2011) and Nonlinear Digital Filtering with
Python. He is also the developer of the DataCamp course on base R graphics and is an author
of the datarobot and GoodmanKruskal R packages available from CRAN (the Comprehensive
R Archive Network).

Lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world
wide sources and announces documents that have recently been entered into the
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Database.
Design and manufacturing is the essential element in any product development
lifecycle. Industry vendors and users have been seeking a common language to
be used for the entire product development lifecycle that can describe design,
manufacturing and other data pertaining to the product. Many solutions were
proposed, the most successful being the Stadndard for Exchange of Product
model (STEP). STEP provides a mechanism that is capable of describing product
data, independent from any particular system. The nature of this description
makes it suitable not only for neutral file exchange, but also as a basis for
implementing, sharing and archiving product databases. ISO 10303-AP203 is the
first and perhaps the most successful AP developed to exchange design data
between different CAD systems. Going from geometric data (as in AP203) to
features (as in AP224) represents an important step towards having the right type
of data in a STEP-based CAD/CAM system. Of particular significance is the
publication of STEP-NC, as an extension of STEP to NC, utilising feature-based
concepts for CNC machining purposes. The aim of this book is to provide a
snapshot of the recent research outcomes and implementation cases in the field
of design and manufacturing where STEP is used as the primary data
representation protocol. The 20 chapters are contributed by authors from most of
the top research teams in the world. These research teams are based in national
research institutes, industries as well as universities.
A guide to the features of Samba-3 provides step-by-step installation instructions
on integrating Samba into a Windows or UNIX environment.
Behavior Trees (BTs) provide a way to structure the behavior of an artificial agent
such as a robot or a non-player character in a computer game. Traditional design
methods, such as finite state machines, are known to produce brittle behaviors
when complexity increases, making it very hard to add features without breaking
existing functionality. BTs were created to address this very problem, and
enables the creation of systems that are both modular and reactive. Behavior
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Trees in Robotics and AI: An Introduction provides a broad introduction as well
as an in-depth exploration of the topic, and is the first comprehensive book on the
use of BTs. This book introduces the subject of BTs from simple topics, such as
semantics and design principles, to complex topics, such as learning and task
planning. For each topic, the authors provide a set of examples, ranging from
simple illustrations to realistic complex behaviors, to enable the reader to
successfully combine theory with practice. Starting with an introduction to BTs,
the book then describes how BTs relate to, and in many cases, generalize earlier
switching structures, or control architectures. These ideas are then used as a
foundation for a set of efficient and easy to use design principles. The book then
presents a set of important extensions and provides a set of tools for formally
analyzing these extensions using a state space formulation of BTs. With the new
analysis tools, the book then formalizes the descriptions of how BTs generalize
earlier approaches and shows how BTs can be automatically generated using
planning and learning. The final part of the book provides an extended set of
tools to capture the behavior of Stochastic BTs, where the outcomes of actions
are described by probabilities. These tools enable the computation of both
success probabilities and time to completion. This book targets a broad
audience, including both students and professionals interested in modeling
complex behaviors for robots, game characters, or other AI agents. Readers can
choose at which depth and pace they want to learn the subject, depending on
their needs and background.
The disproportionate use of fossil fuels has turned into a serious environmental
issue. Thus, we are encountering one of the biggest challenges of the twenty-first
century, satisfying the energy demand with respect to the environment.
Thermoelectricity is an emerging technology, which contributes to reducing the
impact of the use of traditional technologies, harvesting the waste heat, and
eliminating the use of refrigerants. The book Bringing Thermoelectricity into
Reality covers the current thermoelectric investigations: the study of novel
thermoelectric materials, the development of computational models, the design of
proper assemblies, and the optimization of thermal designs, as well as novel
thermoelectric generators, coolers, and heating applications. This book looks for
the definitive thermoelectric applications applied to everyday life.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 17th International Conference on
Product-Focused Software Process Improvement, PROFES 2016, held in
Trondheim, Norway, in November 2016. The 24 revised full papers presented
together with 21 short papers, 1 keynote, 3 invited papers, 5 workshop papers. 2
doctoral symposium papers, and 6 tutorials were carefully reviewed and selected
from 82 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on Early
Phases in Software Engineering; Organizational Models; Architecture; Methods
and Tools; Verification and Validation; Process Improvement; Speed and Agility
in System Engineering; Requirements and Quality; Process and Repository
Mining; Business Value and Benefits; Emerging Research Topics; and Future of
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Computing.
The race is on to construct the first quantum code breaker, as the winner will hold the key to
the entire Internet. From international, multibillion-dollar financial transactions to top-secret
government communications, all would be vulnerable to the secret-code-breaking ability of the
quantum computer. Written by a renowned quantum physicist closely involved in the U.S.
government’s development of quantum information science, Schrödinger’s Killer App: Race to
Build the World’s First Quantum Computer presents an inside look at the government’s quest
to build a quantum computer capable of solving complex mathematical problems and hacking
the public-key encryption codes used to secure the Internet. The "killer application" refers to
Shor’s quantum factoring algorithm, which would unveil the encrypted communications of the
entire Internet if a quantum computer could be built to run the algorithm. Schrödinger’s notion
of quantum entanglement—and his infamous cat—is at the heart of it all. The book develops the
concept of entanglement in the historical context of Einstein’s 30-year battle with the physics
community over the true meaning of quantum theory. It discusses the remedy to the threat
posed by the quantum code breaker: quantum cryptography, which is unbreakable even by the
quantum computer. The author also covers applications to other important areas, such as
quantum physics simulators, synchronized clocks, quantum search engines, quantum sensors,
and imaging devices. In addition, he takes readers on a philosophical journey that considers
the future ramifications of quantum technologies. Interspersed with amusing and personal
anecdotes, this book presents quantum computing and the closely connected foundations of
quantum mechanics in an engaging manner accessible to non-specialists. Requiring no formal
training in physics or advanced mathematics, it explains difficult topics, including quantum
entanglement, Schrödinger’s cat, Bell’s inequality, and quantum computational complexity,
using simple analogies.
A Clear Outline of Current Methods for Designing and Implementing Automotive Systems
Highlighting requirements, technologies, and business models, the Automotive Embedded
Systems Handbook provides a comprehensive overview of existing and future automotive
electronic systems. It presents state-of-the-art methodological and technical solutions in the
areas of in-vehicle architectures, multipartner development processes, software engineering
methods, embedded communications, and safety and dependability assessment. Divided into
four parts, the book begins with an introduction to the design constraints of automotiveembedded systems. It also examines AUTOSAR as the emerging de facto standard and looks
at how key technologies, such as sensors and wireless networks, will facilitate the conception
of partially and fully autonomous vehicles. The next section focuses on networks and
protocols, including CAN, LIN, FlexRay, and TTCAN. The third part explores the design
processes of electronic embedded systems, along with new design methodologies, such as the
virtual platform. The final section presents validation and verification techniques relating to
safety issues. Providing domain-specific solutions to various technical challenges, this
handbook serves as a reliable, complete, and well-documented source of information on
automotive embedded systems.
Sections 1-2. Keyword Index.--Section 3. Personal author index.--Section 4. Corporate author
index.-- Section 5. Contract/grant number index, NTIS order/report number index 1-E.--Section
6. NTIS order/report number index F-Z.
Volume 4, The Long Haul: Sustainment Operations in Large-Scale Combat Operations is a
collection of eleven historical case studies of sustainment operations drawn from the past one
hundred years with lessons for modern LSCO. The book is organized chronologically,
specifically including World Wars I and II, the Korean War, the Vietnam War, the Falklands
War, Operation Desert Storm, and Operation Iraqi Freedom. The commanding general for the
Combined Armed Support Command (CASCOM) presents future sustainment trends to
conclude the book.
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From childhood, we're taught one central, non-controversial idea about morality: self-sacrifice
is a virtue. It is universally accepted that serving the needs of others, rather than our own, is
the essence of morality. To be ethical—it is believed—is to be altruistic. Questioning this belief is
regarded as tantamount to questioning the self-evident. Here, Peter Schwartz questions it. In
Defense of Selfishness refutes widespread misconceptions about the meaning of selfishness
and of altruism. Basing his arguments on Ayn Rand's ethics of rational self-interest, Schwartz
demonstrates that genuine selfishness is not exemplified by the brutal plundering of an Attila
the Hun or the conniving duplicity of a Bernard Madoff. To the contrary, such people are acting
against their actual, long-range interests. The truly selfish individual is committed to moral
principles and lives an honest, productive, self-respecting life. He does not feed parasitically off
other people. Instead, he renounces the unearned, and deals with others—in both the material
and spiritual realms—by offering value for value, to mutual benefit. The selfish individual,
Schwartz maintains, lives by reason, not force. He lives by production and trade, not by theft
and fraud. He disavows the mindlessness of the do-whatever-you-feel-like emotionalist, and
upholds rationality as his primary virtue. He takes pride in his achievements, and does not
sacrifice himself to others—nor does he sacrifice others to himself. According to the code of
altruism, however, you must embrace self-sacrifice. You must subordinate yourself to others.
Altruism calls, not for cooperation and benevolence, but for servitude. It demands that you
surrender your interests to the needs of others, that you regard serving others as the moral
justification of your existence, that you be willing to suffer so that a non-you might benefit. To
this, Schwartz asks simply: Why? Why should the fact that you have achieved any success
make you indebted to those who haven't? Why does the fact that someone needs your money
create a moral entitlement to it, while the fact that you've earned it, doesn't? Using vivid, reallife examples, In Defense of Selfishness illustrates the iniquity of requiring one man to serve
the needs of another. This provocative book challenges readers to re-examine the standard by
which they decide what is morally right or wrong.
'What is a self and how can a self come out of inanimate matter?' This is the riddle that drove
Douglas Hofstadter to write this extraordinary book. In order to impart his original and personal
view on the core mystery of human existence - our intangible sensation of 'I'-ness - Hofstadter
defines the playful yet seemingly paradoxical notion of 'strange loop', and explicates this idea
using analogies from many disciplines.

This report presents an up-to-date description of emerging hybrid-electric drive
technology for transit buses in the United States. The technology and its status,
benefits, life-cycle costs, and deployment issues are discussed. The report is intended
to provide transit agencies with information to compare the emissions and fuel economy
expected from hybrid-electric transit buses with those expected from clean diesel or
alternatively fueled buses.
The eighth volume in the annual series sponsored by BBVA as part of its OpenMind
initiative devoted to disseminating knowledge on key issues of our time, The Search for
Europe analyses the present and future of the old continent and its integration project,
which is certainly the most ambitious political and economic integration project ever
attempted in history, and a benchmark for similar processes in other regions.
Today, Global Positioning System (GPS) has taken a significant place in human life
with wide-scale applications. It is a multi-use, space-based radio-navigation system,
embracing defense and security, civil, commercial, and scientific research needs.
Taking into account the importance of the system, it has been suggested to present
current advances of GPS with attention focused on vital aspects of technology. This
book provides a general description of GPS, GNSS, and GLONASS with reference to
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the improvement of characteristics of the segments, including software applications and
the equipment itself containing GPS. The book also provides information on application
areas. Equally, a number of common shortcomings and errors are described, and
elimination and mnimization of such consequences are demonstrated.
Companies operating in complex environments require a rigorous understanding of the
economic, political, social and conflict dynamics of which they become part. Such
insight helps them navigate substantial risks and challenges, grow their business even
in unexpected places, work more effectively with local, national and international actors,
and make meaningful contributions to stability and development. This book combines
expert analysis, company case stories, and reflections from more than 100 business
leaders. Drawing on a vast repository of knowledge and experience, it poses essential
questions to better understand a particular complex environment and lead the company
within it. It concretely demonstrates how leaders can help their companies meet their
full range of goals - technical, financial, legal, reputation and social - by addressing the
questions set out in this book. It is an invaluable resource for corporate practitioners
and others concerned with company operations in complex environments. The book is
the result of an intense and fruitful collaboration among the Africa Centre for Dispute
Settlement, University of Stellenbosch Business School; the Corporate Engagement
and Reflecting on Peace Practice Programs of CDA; the Geneva Peacebuilding
Platform; the Institute for Business in the Global Context of The Fletcher School, Tufts
University; the IRENE Institute of ESSEC Business School; the International Council of
Swedish Industry; and the Stockholm Policy Group. Authors include Dost BardouilleCrema, Diana Chigas, Brian Ganson, Kathleen Hamill, Paul Hollesen, Benjamin Miller,
Cecile Renouard, Nicklas Svensson, and Achim Wennmann.
The study of palaeoweathering provides vital clues about pastcontinental environments,
the correlation of sedimentary depositsand processes such as the rate and timing of
uplift and erosion. This volume (based partly on research presented at IGCP
317Palaeoweathering Records and Palaeosurfaces) contains contributionsthat use
both geochemical and physical approaches to the study ofpalaeoweathering problems.
The former are particularly relevant toour understanding of past climates and climate
change; the latterhave applications in the understanding of mass balance betweenrates
of erosion and deposition. Palaeoweathering, Palaeosurfaces and Related
ContinentalDeposits illustrates the multidisciplinary nature of the subject,the diversity of
techniques and, above all, the vital contributionthe subject makes to the reconstruction
of ancient continentalenvironments. This book will be of great value to
sedimentologists,soil scientists and geomorphologists. If you are a member of the
International Association ofSedimentologists, for purchasing details, please
see:http://www.iasnet.org/publications/details.asp?code=SP27
There are many distinct pleasures associated with computer programming.
Craftsmanship has its quiet rewards, the satisfaction that comes from building a useful
object and making it work. Excitement arrives with the flash of insight that cracks a
previously intractable problem. The spiritual quest for elegance can turn the hacker into
an artist. There are pleasures in parsimony, in squeezing the last drop of performance
out of clever algorithms and tight coding. The games, puzzles, and challenges of
problems from international programming competitions are a great way to experience
these pleasures while improving your algorithmic and coding skills. This book contains
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over 100 problems that have appeared in previous programming contests, along with
discussions of the theory and ideas necessary to attack them. Instant online grading for
all of these problems is available from two WWW robot judging sites. Combining this
book with a judge gives an exciting new way to challenge and improve your
programming skills. This book can be used for self-study, for teaching innovative
courses in algorithms and programming, and in training for international competition.
The problems in this book have been selected from over 1,000 programming problems
at the Universidad de Valladolid online judge. The judge has ruled on well over one
million submissions from 27,000 registered users around the world to date. We have
taken only the best of the best, the most fun, exciting, and interesting problems
available.
The book includes contributions on the latest model-based methods for the development of
personal and commercial vehicle control devices. The main topics treated are: application of
simulation and model design to development of driver assistance systems; physical and
database model design for engines, motors, powertrain, undercarriage and the whole vehicle;
new simulation tools, methods and optimization processes; applications of simulation in
function and software development; function and software testing using HiL, MiL and SiL
simulation; application of simulation and optimization in application of control devices;
automation approaches at all stages of the development process.
This book offers the most up to the minute snapshot of scholarship on queer/gay
historiographies in a number of geographical regions in western Europe, Asia and the US. It
features the work of the most established scholars in the field of the history of same-sex desire
and promises to take the study of same-sex relations in the early modern period in radical new
directions.
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